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Brain neural patterns and the memory function
of sleep
Gabrielle Girardeau1* and Vítor Lopes-dos-Santos2

Sleep is crucial for healthy cognition, including memory. The two main phases of sleep, REM (rapid eye
movement) and non-REM sleep, are associated with characteristic electrophysiological patterns that
are recorded using surface and intracranial electrodes. These patterns include sharp-wave ripples,
cortical slow oscillations, delta waves, and spindles during non-REM sleep and theta oscillations during
REM sleep. They reflect the precisely timed activity of underlying neural circuits. Here, we review
how these electrical signatures have been guiding our understanding of the circuits and processes
sustaining memory consolidation during sleep, focusing on hippocampal theta oscillations and
sharp-wave ripples and how they coordinate with cortical patterns. Finally, we highlight how these
brain patterns could also sustain sleep-dependent homeostatic processes and evoke several potential
future directions for research on the memory function of sleep.

M
emory formation is the challenging
process of selecting which new experi-
ences will be stored and integrated
into an existing structure of memo-
ries that needs to be simultaneously

preserved and modified. During wakeful-
ness, this occurs concurrently with an uninter-
rupted flow of new sensory experiences. Sleep
provides a window of opportunity for the brain
to sort and reinforce newly encoded memories
in absence of the incessant barrage of external
information. This process, called consolidation,
leads to the generation of long-lasting mem-
ory traces or engrams whose activation during
wakefulness supports the recall of information.
During sleep, a myriad of neural networks

involved in memory processing are endoge-
nously activated. Their activity generates elec-
trical potentials captured using noninvasive
surface electrodes [electroencephalograms
(EEGs)] or intracranial electrodes that can
record local field potentials (LFPs) as well as
action potentials (spiking activity). A large
amount of effort has been devoted to describ-
ing how we can use meaningful patterns in
these electrical fluctuations to understand the
brain. These patterns include oscillations (e.g.,
theta rhythm), transient potentials with an
identifiable waveform (e.g., dentate spikes),
and spiking activity patterns (e.g., up and
down states). Combining signal analysis and
anatomical data, as well as targeted intra-
cranial recordings or manipulation of super-
ficial and deep structures, has boosted our
understanding of the cellular basis of these
patterns. Ultimately, these advances may lead
to an understanding of the role that sleep brain
patterns play in learning and memory.

Non–rapid eye movement sleep and
hippocampal sharp-wave ripples
One of the most important patterns in sleep is
the sharp-wave ripple (SWR) complex (Fig. 1).
The hippocampus is a three-layer structure in
which the information flows from the dentate
gyrus to the CA1 region through CA3. During
sleep, CA3 pyramidal neurons spontaneously
activate in synchronous bursts that trigger a
massive activation of CA1 pyramidal cells. In
the stratum radiatum, the CA3 input on py-
ramidal cell dendrites creates the sharp wave,
whereas in the CA1 pyramidal cell layer, the

interplay between activated pyramidal cells
and interneurons gives rise to the fast (100 to
250 Hz) oscillatory part of the event: the rip-
ple (1). The two-step theory (2) postulates that
first, a subgroup of CA3 and CA1 cells are
coordinated by theta oscillations during an
experience and form cell assemblies encoding
the corresponding new information. Then, in
subsequent sleep periods, these CA3 assemblies
spontaneously ignite SWR events that reacti-
vate the associatedCA1 ensembles andpromote
the strengthening of their connections, which
ultimately leads tomemory consolidation. Con-
sistent with this theory, pairs of CA1 pyramidal
cells that cofire during the exploration of an
open field maintain this correlation during
subsequent sleep SWRs (3). The persistence
of the activity correlations observed in awaken-
ing in subsequent sleep is commonly referred to
as sleep reactivation. By using a wide range of
methods (4, 5), subsequent studies established
that cofiring patterns and entire sequences of
place cells that are activated during wakefulness
are reinstated during the SWRs of the following
sleep epoch [“replay” (6); Fig. 1]. Importantly,
reactivation was also shown in humans (7).
The first causal studies for the role of re-

activation inmemory consolidation developed
closed-loop paradigms (Fig. 2) to disturb sleep
ripples and therefore the associated reactiva-
tion. They showed drastic spatial memory im-
pairment (8, 9). Optogenetic silencing of CA1
pyramidal neurons during sleep SWRs after
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Fig. 1. Hippocampal and cortical patterns coordinate during NREM sleep to sustain memory consolidation.
In the hippocampus, coordinated input from CA3 depolarizes CA1 pyramidal neurons to create a sharp wave
in the radiatum layer (rad.) that reverses in the oriens layer (ori.) and a fast, 200-Hz ripple in the pyramidal layer
(pyr.). SWRs are associated with place cell activity that recapitulates the trajectories experienced in the
previous wakefulness epoch. In the neocortex, unit activity alternates between periods of high activity (up state)
associated with spindles and silence (down state) reflected on the LFP as a delta wave.
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the exploration of novel environments impairs
the reinstatement of these cell assemblies upon
reexposure to the same environment, suggest-
ing that memory impairments at recall are due
to a lack of consolidation of the spatialmaps, or
engrams, sustaining the memory (10). Various
factors influence SWR-associated reactivation
during sleep. For example, reactivation in CA1
is stronger, and lasts longer (11), after novelty. It
is also biased toward the activity previously ex-
pressed in theta cycles associated with strong
mid-gamma oscillations (50 to 100Hz), suggest-
ing that assemblies formed during the height-
ened influence of the entorhinal cortex, which is
thought to convey new extra-hippocampal in-
formation, are preferentially reactivated (12).
Most SWRand reactivation studies focus onCA1.
However, social memory traces are reactivated
in CA2 during SWRs, and their bidirectional
modulation enhances or impairs social memory
(13). These results suggest that although CA3
might bias the SWR reactivated assemblies to
consolidate spatial memories, CA2 is essential
to bias SWR content toward social memories.
The development of algorithms for fast, on-

line detection of specific replay content, as op-
posed to the mere detection of ripples on LFPs,
is a necessary step to further our understand-
ing of the role of sleep replay. Along this line,
Gridchyn et al. (14) trained rats to forage in
two environments and disrupted the following
sleep and rest SWR events, except the ones re-
activating the first environment. The perform-
ance on this environment was better than on
the second one, indicating that the consolida-
tion of the spatial memories related to the first
environment were spared from disruption. Al-
together, the results accumulated over the past
decades strongly indicate that reactivation of
hippocampal ensembles associated with novel
information and learning during sleep SWRs is
essential for memory consolidation. Surpris-
ingly, however, it is still unknownwhether hippo-
campal reactivation also occurs in the ventral
part of the hippocampus, which has different
connectivity and is involved in stress and an-
xiety. In addition, hippocampal dentate spikes
that reflect strong cortical inputs to the dentate
gyrus during non–rapid eyemovement (NREM)
sleep have been identified as potential players
in the NREM consolidation processes but re-
main to be further explored (15).
Although this review focuses on sleep, SWRs

also occur during awake immobility and non-
exploratory behaviors (grooming, eating, etc.).
There are no clear qualitative differences be-
tween awake and sleep ripples, but their replay
content differs (6). A major challenge will be to
understandwhether and howNREM sleep back-
ground (neuromodulation, reduced external in-
puts, cortical and subcortical NREM-specific
activity, etc.) makes sleep ripples and their asso-
ciated neuronal content functionally different
from the awake ones. Further, these differences

could either be characterized as a simple sleep-
wake dichotomy or occupy a multidimensional
functional space (consolidation, forgetting, plan-
ning, memory reorganization, decision-making,
etc.) depending onnumerous parameters, includ-
ingneuromodulatory levels, attentionoralertness,
ongoing behavior, sleep debt, circadian rhythm,
consolidation needs, immediate and long-term
previous experience, or NREM sleep substages.

Hippocampo-cortical coordination through
NREM sleep patterns

All major theories for long-term memory con-
solidation involve communication between the
hippocampus and the neocortex (16). During
NREM sleep, cortical circuits undergo an alter-
nation of periods of marked high and low pop-
ulation activity, referred to as up and down
states, respectively. This alternation translates
in LFPs as the NREM sleep canonical slow os-
cillation. In particular, down states are asso-
ciated with distinctive LFP deflections called
delta waves. Delta waves are often followed by
spindles, which are bouts of 10- to 15-Hz oscil-
lations originating from the thalamus. All of
these cortical rhythms have, individually, but
mostly through their coordination with other
hippocampal and cortical patterns, been related
to memory consolidation (16–18) (Fig. 2).
Transcranial stimulation in humans can be

used to boost slow oscillations during NREM
sleep, and themanipulation enhances perform-
ance at retrieval on thenext day (19). Numerous

EEG correlational studies have highlighted
the importance of slow waves and spindles for
memory consolidation (16). In rodents, inter-
esting insights have emerged from a brain-
machine interface experiment inwhich animals
are trained to control a reward-deliveringdevice
by self-modulating the firing of a predefined
set of neurons. Neurons causally involved in the
task synchronized their firing around the up
phase of slow waves during subsequent sleep
epochs. Further, the performance improvement
at retrieval could be predicted by this synchrony
increase and was impaired by specific optoge-
netic silencing of activity during the up phase of
the slow waves (20). Most cortical studies have
focused onup stateswhile largely ignoring silent
phases. Indeed, thewaywe study thebrain suffers
from technical, statistical, and conceptual biases,
and we tend to look at what we can most easily
record and decode: periods of high population
activity, higher firing neurons, and salient oscil-
latory patterns. An original approach both using
and getting around these biases showed that the
very sparse, usually dismissed activity in the pre-
frontal cortex during the prominent delta waves
(down states) actually reactivated cell assem-
blies formed during preceding learning (21).
SWRs and cortical NREM sleep patterns are

temporally coordinated in a manner that is be-
lieved to promote plasticity and long-term con-
solidation of contextual (or episodic) memories
(16, 22). The incidence of hippocampal SWRs is
increased at transitions to cortical up anddown
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Fig. 2. Closed-loop experiments allow for the modulation of ongoing brain patterns in real time.
Recorded brain signals are processed in real time to detect sleep patterns. The detection of a given pattern
automatically triggers an action using invasive or noninvasive methods that affect the neural networks in real
time to test whether the manipulation boosts or impairs memory consolidation. The effect on memory is
assessed during a recall session after the modified sleep period. tDCS, transcranial direct current stimulation;
tACS, transcranial alternating current stimulation.
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states and spindle troughs, and coordinated
reactivations occur between the hippocampus
and various cortical areas during SWRs (23).
Indeed, enhancing hippocampo-cortical coor-
dination by using a closed-loop system (Fig. 3)
to generate a down state–spindle complex after
SWRs improves performance on a memory
task (17). Optogenetically generating artificial
spindles in coordinationwith hippocampal rip-
ples and slow cortical oscillations also improves
memory (18), highlighting the importance of
the ripple-delta-spindle trifecta coordination
for memory consolidation. Further, the spiking
content of hippocampal SWRs can predict cor-
tical firing in subsequent delta waves, suggest-
ing that hippocampal SWRs bias the reactivated
information in the cortex (21). Conversely, cor-
tical firing can also predict the reactivated con-
tent in CA1 (24), and sensory stimulation during
sleep can bias the content of hippocampal re-
activation and improve memory, a phenome-
non called targeted memory reactivation (25).
Altogether, these findings indicate that mem-
ory consolidation involves loops where cortical
areas can bias memory traces reactivated in
hippocampal SWRs, which in turnwould evoke
the reactivation of related multimodal repre-
sentations in the neocortex.

Beyond the hippocampo-cortical sleep talking

Because of the robust conceptual framework
provided by both the two-step consolidation
theory and the idea of a gradual transfer of
information from the hippocampus toward
cortical areas, most studies on sleep patterns
and memory consolidation have focused on
the hippocampo-cortical dialogue. However,
many other structures are involved inmemory
formation. SWRs in the hippocampus are ex-
tremely powerful events that can synchronize
activity across structures beyond the neocortex,
potentially associating other features, such as
emotional tone, to various forms of memories
during the consolidation process. For example,
reward-located hippocampal place cells and
reward-encoding ventral striatum neurons fire
together during sleep SWRs after the rewarded
experience, with hippocampal activity leading
the striatal activity (26). Dorsal versus ventral
hippocampus SWRs modulate distinct popula-
tions of neurons in the nucleus accumbens (27),
another crucial structure for rewardprocessing.
In the basolateral amygdala, a major center for
valence encoding, a subset of neurons is mod-
ulated during hippocampal SWRs. The joint
hippocampal-amygdala neuronal represen-
tation established during an aversive spatial
experience is reinstated during the following
NREM epoch, specifically during SWRs (28).
These results suggest that hippocampal SWRs
could be coordinators of brain-wide, plasticity-
enabling activity or reactivation, allowing for the
formation of distributed engrams across corti-
cal, but also noncortical, areas.

REM sleep and theta oscillations
Despite long-standing general interest in REM
sleep stemming from its association with vivid
dreaming in humans, the functional physiol-
ogy of REM sleep has been understudied com-
pared with NREM sleep. REM sleep EEG and
LFP activity closely resembles awake activity:
It was originally called “paradoxical” sleep for
this very reason. Indeed, the dominant rhythm
during REM sleep is the theta oscillation, char-
acteristic 5- to 12-Hzwaves that aremost promi-
nent in the hippocampus but are recorded in
the cortex and other subcortical structures as
well. During wakefulness, hippocampal theta
oscillations organizes place cell firing in se-
quences. This fine timingofhippocampal activity
by theta oscillations is crucial for the encoding
and subsequent consolidationof spatialmemory
through place cell replay during NREM sleep
ripples (29). Comparatively, few studies have
focused on how neuronal activity is structured
during REM sleep, related to or independently
of theta oscillations (30–32). Transient increases
of theta frequency and power during REM, re-
ferred to as phasic REM, are associated with an
increase in firing rate and coordination through-
out the hippocampus and with cortical areas
(32, 33). Phasic REMhas also been linked to the
ponto-geniculo-occipital waves originating from
the brainstem and has been suggested to coor-
dinate various structures duringREMsleep (34).

To date, the link between these specific changes
in REM sleep theta dynamics and behavior re-
mains unclear. However, the coherence be-
tween theta oscillations in the hippocampus,
medial prefrontal cortex, and amygdala in-
creases after aversive learning (35) in correlation
with behavioral performance. The disrup-
tion of theta oscillations during REM sleep by
optogenetically targeting the medial septum
impairs hippocampus-dependent contextual
memory consolidation (36). Additionally, the
alteration of the activity of adult-born hippo-
campal neurons in thedentate gyrus specifically
during REM sleep impaired contextual fear
consolidation (37). Although themanipulations
did not affect theta oscillations, the fact that
both an increase or decrease of firing impaired
consolidation suggests that the fine-timing—
potentially theta-paced—firing of newborn
neurons is important.Moreover, slight structural
modifications of synapses in newborn neurons
were reported upon REM-sleep inhibition, indi-
cative of weakened synapses. These results add
to previous studies that established that REM
sleep promotes dendritic spine selective rein-
forcement or suppression in the neocortex (38).
Morework remains to bedone to bridge the fine
timing of patterned firing and theta oscillations
during REM sleep with the observed structural
plasticity in specific neuronal subpopulations
and correlate it with behavioral outcomes.
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Fig. 3. Homeostasis and memory consolidation may occur in parallel across wake-sleep cycles. During
learning, synapses are globally enhanced and overall firing rates progressively increase as the brain
encodes new information into cell assemblies paced by theta oscillations in the hippocampus. (Engrams are
shown as green and blue triangles; the thickness of the black line represents the strength of the connection.)
During extended sleep periods, including sequences of NREM and REM epochs, homeostatic processes
that involve cortical slow oscillations and REM sleep theta oscillations combine to downscale overall firing
rates and global synaptic strength in accordance with SHY. In parallel, the specific connections among cell
assemblies are selectively consolidated through ripple-related temporally organized reactivation (see Fig. 1).
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Sleep rhythms and plasticity:
Consolidation and homeostasis
Learning has been associated with Hebbian
plasticity and synaptic potentiation. According
to the synaptic homeostasis hypothesis (SHY),
sleep plays a crucial role in homeostatic regu-
lation by down-scaling synaptic weights to
avoid saturation and allow for the formation
of newmemories during the subsequentwake-
fulness epoch. More specifically, this model
predicts that global synaptic weights increase
during wakefulness and decrease throughout
sleep. Although there is structural and molec-
ular evidence for this process (39), it is difficult
to assess structural changes and strength in
synapses in vivo and in real time. Because
cortical slow-wave activity stems from highly
synchronized activity through up and down
states, their amplitude is thought to reflect
synaptic strength between cortical neurons.
Accordingly, slow oscillations are strongest
after extended wakefulness and progressively
diminish across prolonged sleep episodes, in
line with the SHYmodel [Fig. 3; (40)]. Further,
the changes in the slope of evoked potentials
in the cortex, a marker of synaptic efficacy, are
correlated with the changes in slow-wave ac-
tivity, suggesting that slow waves might con-
tribute to synaptic downscaling (40). In parallel,
the dynamics of firing rates across awake and
sleep periods have been used as a proxy for neu-
ronal excitability. Coherentwith the SHYmodel,
hippocampal cells, as apopulation, progressively
increase their firing rate during waking (41, 42).
During sleep, there is a global net decrease in
firing rates but opposing trends between dif-
ferent stages: Whereas overall spiking activity
increases during NREM, it shows a marked
decrease during REM (41, 42). Notably, down-
regulation of the firing rate during REM could
be predicted by spindles and SWR incidence
duringNREM(42). Finally, the canonicalNREM
sleep SWRs, for the longest time thought to be
propitious to consolidation through long-term
potentiation (43), also trigger long-termdepres-
sion (44), and their inhibition prevents the nor-
mal decrease of evoked potentials across sleep,
suggesting a potential role in homeostasis.

Perspectives

Although simple to state, the link between sleep
and memory actually translates into an in-
credibly complex field of research. First, sleep is
not homogeneous and is subdivided into stages
and substages that are characterized by differ-
ent rhythms and patterns. Second, there are
manydifferent types ofmemories (episodic and
semanticmemories, procedural and skillsmem-
ory, pavlovian conditioning, etc.) that rely on
different, although sometimes overlapping, net-
works of structures, themselves exhibiting dif-
ferent sleeppatterns. Further, episodicmemories
are not a complete and faithful representation
of actual events. Episodic memory formation,

therefore, encompasses the initial encoding of
the information, modifications, merging with
othermemories, and even forgetting (45). Given
the complexity of sleep, memory, and the di-
versity of the involved structures, how do we
design relevant basic research unraveling “the
role of sleep for memory”?
In rodents,NREMsleep is traditionally studied

as a homogeneous stage. Characterizingmore-
specific NREM substages, ormicrostates, that
potentiallymatch the three humanNREM sub-
stages is an interesting avenue to link them
with various aspects of memory processing up
to the behavioral level. The function of phasic
versus tonic REM sleep in both humans and
other species also remains to be investigated.
In parallel, the study of patterns focuses on the
function of specific network processes outside
the frame of strictly defined stages. Indeed,
several processes might coexist within a stage
and could be more reliably identified by link-

ing them to specific patterns rather than the
stage as a whole. The development of closed-
loop systems and brain-machine interfaces for
real-time pattern detection in neuronal firing
and EEG or LFP signals brought about major
advancements in understanding the involve-
ment of sleep patterns in memory formation
(8–10, 13, 14, 17, 36). Sequences of place cells
that represent experienced trajectories are re-
activated in subsequent sleep SWR (6), but to
date, there is no causal evidence that the se-
quence per se, as opposed to themere activation
of the place cell assembly (or engram) within
a short time window, is important for mem-
ory consolidation. Testing theories on the im-
portance of spike timing during patterns will
requiremore-precise real-time tools to perturb
or impose the precise timing relationships be-
tween specific neurons without altering their
firing rate at a broader time scale (46). In turn,
clarifying the question of the relevance of the
sequence itself would potentially reorient the
field toward the nearly 80%of SWRs for which
the associated neuronal content cannot be iden-
tified as statistically significant sequences by
the current decoding algorithms. These could
be reactivation events that we are not yet ca-
pable of reading the way that downstream
reader brain structures do or a replay of remote
memories not assessed by the experimenter.
According to this hypothesis, the main func-
tion of SWR-related high-synchronous events,
including the ones we cannot decode, is to pro-
mote consolidation by means of memory re-

play. Another emerging and more integrated
theory is that during sleep, the cortex and hip-
pocampus enter default modes that result from
their physiological properties and hardwir-
ing, involving bouts of heightened and syn-
chronized activity (SWRs and up states). These
modes would primarily serve a homeostatic
purpose (Fig. 3), but wakefulness activity and
memory encoding would bias the precise tim-
ing of the firing during these events away from
randomness, in which case specific memory
traces could be consolidated (44, 47). Further,
the bias induced by wakefulness activity would
be stronger and more long-lasting after learn-
ing or novelty (11), leading to periods of higher
replay-to-noise ratio in SWR events. In that
view, homeostasis and consolidation are on
the same spectrum and heavily depend on the
fine timing of the neuronal activity within the
canonical sleep patterns.
Finally, reactivation, themain proposedmech-

anism for consolidation, is not universal in
terms of structure and sleep stage, whereas
homeostasis has been mostly studied in the
neocortex. Therefore, more work needs to be
done to precisely characterize sleep patterns
in non–hippocampo-cortical structures that
are involved inmemory processing (e.g., amyg-
dala, striatum). It is possible, and remains to
be investigated, that consolidation and ho-
meostatic processes differ or are absent in other
structures, especially those with no detectable
sleep reactivation and/or different firing-rate
distributions across brain states. This direction
is especially interesting for the highly complex
network of structures that have a controlling
role over sleep states and transitions such as
the pons, thalamus, hypothalamus, locus coeru-
leus, and basal forebrain. Indeed, in the same
way that consolidation and homeostasis might
be tightly related, control and function of the
different sleep stages could also be linked (48).
Fueled by emerging recording, manipula-

tion, and analysis technologieswith increasing
spatiotemporal precision, we are in the process
of completing a multidimensional knowledge
space ofmechanisms for different types ofmem-
ory, different stages and substages of sleep,
and their associated physiological patterns. Al-
thoughwemight never reach a unifying theory
for thememory functionof sleep, expandingand
precising this space will allow us to better inte-
grate consolidation and homeostasis, unravel
new linkswithinmemory function in all steps of
memory formation from encoding to retriev-
al through consolidation, and link mnemonic
mechanismswith other aspects of sleep such as
sleep control, circadian rhythm, or pathology.
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